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Dear Reader, 
welcome to the newest edition of our Newsletter providing insights, latest updates and future prospects of our company. 
We hope you enjoy reading and look forward to your response! 
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In August we were delighted to announce that we have again
expanded our POA scope!
Besides the production & assembly of interior parts made
from metal and fiber-reinforced plastics we are now allowed to
produce parts made from fabrics and leather (e.g. curtains,
seat covers, carpets etc.). 

Our team was very busy at this year's AIX (Aircraft Interiors
Expo) packed with many meetings with interesting people,
existing customers, suppliers and old friends which made the
whole experience very enjoyable. It is always good to interact
with like-minded people and make new connections. The AIX
in general offered fantastic networking opportunities. 

Our team has experienced tremendous growth in the past year, and we couldn't
be more thrilled. As a celebration of this milestone, we've had a professional
photo shoot in July to capture our new, expanded team!
 
We believe that teamwork and camaraderie lay the foundation for successs. We
are proud to showcase our growing team and their contributions to our shared
goals. By putting a spotlight on our team members, we hope to exemplify our
commitment to transparency, professionalism, and building enduring
relationships with our clients and partners.
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https://www.linkedin.com/feed/hashtag/?keywords=team&highlightedUpdateUrns=urn%3Ali%3Aactivity%3A7072120829018275842
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/hashtag/?keywords=aix&highlightedUpdateUrns=urn%3Ali%3Aactivity%3A7072120829018275842
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/hashtag/?keywords=networking&highlightedUpdateUrns=urn%3Ali%3Aactivity%3A7072120829018275842
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We are excited to announce the launch of our latest innovation - the Boeing 737 Class Divider! 
Designed with the utmost precision and attention to detail, our class divider is specifically tailored to meet the unique
requirements of today's aviation industry. We understand the critical need for safety and efficiency within aircraft cabins, and our
class divider offers the perfect solution for airlines and passengers alike .
What sets our class divider apart is its unparalleled combination of functionality and style. Crafted using cutting-edge materials, it
seamlessly integrates into the cabin design, enhancing the overall aesthetic appeal while providing a secure and private space for
passengers.

In September Martin Grabner and Lukas Gneist, two of our exceptional aviation experts, recently conducted a comprehensive
Cabin inspection in Prague, resulting in the successful certification of another EASA Cabin STC.

This enhanced cabin configuration ensures that Smartwings passengers enjoy even greater comfort and convenience during your
journey to the Middle East and beyond! Thank you for the collaboration. 
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